The latest offering from Vennyn Deloitte reveals an upshot of assessment of an assay or no test to see how we can help clients reduce their operating costs and increase revenues.

By applying specialist metal accounting based on years of industry experience, the Vennyn Deloitte team apply their practical skills to provide pragmatic solutions to extract optimal value from an asset. Vennyn Deloitte employs a resource-intensive revenue approach in order to tap the flow of ore from inception, through extraction to dispatch.

The Vennyn Deloitte team includes advanced users of various market proven 3D geological and mine software packages. Working closely with software developers, Vennyn Deloitte is at the forefront of agile side mining trend developments in resource modelling capability, mine design and scheduling productivity.

Vennyn Deloitte offers an initial assessment at NO COST to clients. During this assessment the team will develop practical test reduction solutions for the client through optimised resource and mine planning. Vennyn Deloitte will only charge a fee for the work performed during the next stage of detailed planning when an engaged, tailor made solution for implementation will be created.

If you are interested in investigating how Vennyn Deloitte can reduce your operating costs, contact one of the Vennyn Deloitte representatives to schedule a consultation.

"Vennyn Deloitte’s depth and breadth of experience allows us to tailor solutions to meet our clients requirements by providing support across all fields of expertise. Vennyn Deloitte believes that the keys to unlocking a positive outcome is to understand our clients goals, and collaborate effectively with their teams, incorporating our expert knowledge and developing practical solution that adds value."

To comment on this issue, go to Vennyn Deloitte’s Facebook and Twitter pages.

Kind regards,

Derrick de Wet
Associate Director, Vennyn Deloitte

Liz de Kock
Senior Manager, Vennyn Deloitte

Goldstream News
Senior Manager, Vennyn Deloitte

For further details visit our website www.dekock-wa.com
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**Also read...**

- Metal Accounting - downstream processes (Part 2)
- Metal Accounting - the new issue (Part 1)
- Vennyn Deloitte News leadership 2015
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Contact:

Tel: +27 11 681 1855
Office Hours: 8am - 5pm, Mon - Fri

[www.dekock-wa.com](http://www.dekock-wa.com)
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